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THE PILOTE 
BRAND 

A recognised and well-known brand in France and 
Europe in the domain of recreational vehicles. 

Originally a caravan manufacturer, Pilote began 
designing motorhomes in 1976 after a journey to the 
United States. In 2012, Pilote designed its first Vans 
built on a Ducato base. 

All Pilote vans are manufactured near Angers in 
France. 

The Pilote Group currently develops 6 recreational 
vehicle brands and brings together nearly 850 
employees in Europe. 

For more than 55 years, we have been conceiving 
new ways to live and travel on holiday: 

ALWAYS READY, ALWAYS PILOTE

PART 1 :  
COMMERCIAL GUIDE
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PILOTE’S 5 PROMISES
There are many reasons to choose a Pilote Van. 

 
ALWAYS MORE CHOICE 

With a wide range of fully customisable vans. 

ALWAYS MORE SPACE

Designed to offer ever greater

ease of movement. 

ALWAYS MORE COMFORT

Insulated and assembled to face 

the cold and the heat. 

ALWAYS MORE RELIABLE 

Certified by independent parties  
and tested by a dedicated team. 

ALWAYS BY YOUR SIDE

With efficient after-sales service and a GP 
Assistance service available in 18 countries 

across Europe. 
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THE PILOTE VANS LINE 
 
Pilote Vans come in 5 different, fully-customisable layouts: 
4 fridges, 2 finishes for you to choose from, 32 possibilities.

FRIDGE

80L
Absorption fridge 

(Trimixte) 

85L
Compression fridge

90L
Compression fridge

141L
Absorption fridge 

(Trimixte)

V540G

V540G2

V600S

x2

x2

x2

V600S1

V600S3

V600S4

V600G

V600G1

V600G2

V600G3

V600G4

V630G

V630G1

V630G2

V630G3

V630G4

V630J

V630J1

V630J2

V630J3

V630J4
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CHOOSING THE RIGHT FRIDGE 

1 2 3 4

DOMETIC 80L REFRIGERATOR 
(ABSORPTION) 

• Capacity: 80L with 5L storage 
compartment. 

• Temperature control for efficient energy 
consumption. 

• Three compartments in the door.

• Silent operation.

• User-friendly control panel and LED 
lighting. 

• Door locks with vent position. 

THETFORD T1090 90L REFRIGERATOR 
(COMPRESSION) 

• Specially designed by Thetford for fitted 
vans. 

• Perfectly fits the shape of the bodywork.

• Powerful cooling performance thanks to its 
12V compressor. 

• Very quiet operation.

• A 6.5L freezer compartment, two vegetable 
bins, two door bins and three racks.

 

THETFORD 141L REFRIGERATOR 
(ABSORPTION AES AUTOMATIC)

• Extra-large volume, two doors.

• Touchscreen control panel. 

• The energy source is automatically 
selected by the fridge. 

• Electronic automatic flame ignition, for 
optimal comfort. 
 
 

 

VITRIFRIGO C85I 85L REFRIGERATOR 
(COMPRESSION) 

• Large volume and less crowding.

• Built-in freezer. 

• Airlock closing system. 

• Positive door closure.

• Vent position system to keep the door 
partially open and avoid unpleasant odours 
during winterisation. 

 

ABSORPTION REFRIGERATOR 
• Operation: gas, 220V and 12V.

• Air vents required. 

• During gas operation, make sure that the vehicle is level  
(use chocks if necessary). 

COMPRESSION REFRIGERATOR 
• 12V and 220V operation. 

• No external vents and no cuts in the sheet metal, allowing for better 
insulation of the van. 

• Requires a second battery. 

• Its operation is very close to that of household refrigerators. 
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ALWAYS MORE SPACE

Functional and ergonomic kitchen designs with space for 
storing each item where it belongs and cooking comfortably. 

Rear compartment with flush-fit doors for stowing and 
keeping everything you need for your holidays. 

Our lounges are amongst the most spacious on the market 
and are able to comfortably accommodate 4 or 6 adults.

3-in-1 bathroom with Thetford 
sliding toilet for optimal usage

(not available on V540G, V600S)
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ALWAYS MORE COMFORT

WALLS INSULATED 
WITH POLYESTER FIBRE, 
STYROFOAM IN THE FLOOR. 

NEW  
OPTIMISED HEATING 
SYSTEM FOR IMPROVED 
HEATING AND INTERNAL 
TEMPERATURE 
MAINTENANCE. 

SEITZ DOUBLE-PANED 
WINDOWS. 

STANDARD 
INSULATED 
DRINKING WATER 
TANK. Stored inside 
the vehicle for easy 
access. 

NEW  
CHASSIS 3.5 TONS 
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ALWAYS MORE RELIABLE 

An engineering design office dedicated 
to our Vans. Each new development is 
prototyped and tested. 

Each Van undergoes a leak test at a 
water test station that discharges the 
equivalent of a strong rain. 

CLASS 3 CERTIFIED

Tested in a cold room, Pilote Vans are 
Class 3 certified for the quality of their 
insulation. From -15°C to +20°C in less 
than 4 hours in accordance with standard 
EN-1646-1 (measured with a Truma 6).

All Vans that we manufacture are 
checked at the end of the production 
line. More than 150 points are 
meticulously inspected. 
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CAMPERVAN ON FIAT CHASSIS 
 
Recognisable at first glance: the Ducato style was born to distinguish you on the road and to integrate 
seamlessly with the living unit.

COMPACTNESS

The compactness of the front end, with a very 
small overhang, and the minimal dimensions of 
the engine make it possible to have an optimal 
ratio between the length of the cabin and the total 
length of the camper. 
• Considerable space in the cabin.
• Excellent manoeuvrability. 
• A comfortable drive.
• Great interior liveability.

COMFORT

• Wide sliding door and low-threshold access 
makes it easy get in and out, even with luggage. 

• Seats specially designed for recreational 
vehicles, offering optimal comfort. 

• Excellent turning diameter to facilitate all 
manoeuvres. 

• Excellent front and side visibility, thanks to its 
large glass panels. 

SMART DESIGN 

 

The cabin is designed for optimal safety and 
quality. The Ducato front end was designed to:

• offer easy access to the engine compartment,

• simplify maintenance, 

• improve engine cooling.

The trim located under the windscreen protects 
the engine compartment from the outside 
environment and facilitates the flow of water.
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ALWAYS BY YOUR SIDE
Our quality European network  

offers you ongoing support

 

OUR EUROPEAN NETWORK

With our network of 149 dealers 
present in 16 countries, Pilote is at 

your side wherever you are. 
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NEW FOR 2019

Wood trim and small shelf for the TV stand. 

Ergonomic doors and handles on top cupboards. 

New cabin cubby, with door.

New USB outlets. 

LED lights on the roof. 

Aluminium kitchen cupboard edges and table. 
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ALWAYS AUTONOMY YOU CAN CONTROL 
Brand new touch controls developed by Pilote. 
Manage vehicle flows comfortably and enjoy peace of mind. 

XPERIENCE

On a 7’’ fixed tablet, available at the entrance of the living unit. 

The XPERIENCE interface llows you to control:

• Control the heater (thermostat and intensity), 

• Manage the general lighting, 

• Monitor the battery charge level, the remaining battery life 
and check instantaneous consumption, 

• Monitor the clean water and waste water levels, 

• Check the solar panel charge.

OPTION

XPERIENCE also available on Garmin Fusion tablets 



PART 2 :  
TECHNICAL GUIDE
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V540G
STANDARD     
PREMIUM 

 
  PRODUCT FEATURES

4 2
+2 optional

4

85 L Int. 190 cm 
Ext. 258 cm

Clean water: 
110L

Used water: 80L

130 ch.
150/180  
optional

3500 kg 6000 kg

Truma 4000W
Optional:

Truma 6000W
or Truma Diesel

 
  PRODUCT ADVANTAGE

• New 85L compression fridge. 

• Extended 3-in-1 bathroom, with shower 
level with floor. 

• Full-width bed on Bultex mattress. 

• Ultra-compact format, ideal for 2 people.

• Easier driving in city centre areas. 

V540G2

Compression fridge 85L 
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V600G
STANDARD     
PREMIUM 
 

  PRODUCT FEATURES

4 2
+2optional

4

130 ch.
150 / 180
optional

Int. 190 cm 
Ext. 258 cm

Clean water:110L
Used water: 80L

3500 kg 6000 kg Truma 4000W
Optional:  

Truma 6000W
or Truma Diesel

 
  PRODUCT ADVANTAGES

• 4 fridge models available.

• New side bathroom cubicle with sliding toilet and 
numerous mirrors.

• New wardrobe for putting away long items of 
clothing. 

• New: Heater located under the bench seat, for 
improved heating of the living area. 

• Full-width bed on Bultex mattress. 

870 515 1350

658 1008

142 Penderie

40
6

53
9,

5

19
40

92
0

V600G2

85L Compression fridge 
Large worktop on the kitchen

V600G1

80L Absoption fridge

V600G3

90L Compression fridge

V600G4

141L Absoption fridge
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V600S
STANDARD     
PREMIUM 
 

  PRODUCT FEATURES

4 4
+2 optional

4

130 ch.
150 / 180  
optional

Int. 190 cm 
Ext. 258 cm

Clean water:110L
Used water: 80L

3500 kg 6000 kg Truma 4000W
Optional:

Truma 6000W
or Truma Diesel

 
  PRODUCT ADVANTAGES

• 3 fridge models available. 

• 3-in-1 bathroom cubicle, practical and ergonomic.

• Bunk beds, slatted frames, ideal for families.

• Large, comfortable lounge area for 4 people.

x280 L

110 L

x2

V600S3

x2

V600S1

x2

V600S4

80L Absoption fridge 90L Compression fridge 141L Absoption fridge
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V630G
STANDARD     
PREMIUM 
 

  PRODUCT FEATURES

4 2
+1 optional

6

130 ch. 
150 / 180  
optional

Int. 190 cm 
Ext. 258 cm

Clean water:110L
Used water: 80L

3500 kg 6000 kg Truma 4000W
Optional:

Truma 6000W
or Truma Diesel

 
  PRODUCT ADVANTAGES

• 4 fridge models available. 

• Spacious lounge area with L-shaped 
bench seating and fold-down seat, for up 
to 6 people. 

• Table adjustable in three directions. 

• Large wardrobe in the lounge area. 

• Full-width bed with Bultex mattress.

  1350    334    864    1352,50  

  1
80

5 
 

  361    553    870    500  

  9
00

  

  4
58

  Batterie

80 L

110 L

V630G2 V630G3V630G1 V630G4

85L Compression fridge 
Large worktop on the kitchen

80L Absoption fridge 90L Compression fridge 141L Absoption fridge
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V630J
STANDARD     
PREMIUM 
 

  PRODUCT FEATURES

4 2
+2 optional

4

130 ch. 
150 / 180  
optional

Int. 110 cm 
Ext. 80 cm

Clean water:110L
Used water: 80L

3500 kg 6000 kg Truma 4000W
Optional:

Truma 6000W
or Truma Diesel

 PRODUCT ADVANTAGES

• 4 fridge models available.

• New side bathroom cubicle with sliding 
toilet and lots of mirrors.

• New: Modular twin beds for creating a 
large storage compartment at the rear of 
the vehicle. 

• New : Serial side windows 

 1
80

0 

 2
70

 

 1871 

 1861  840  660 

 9
20

 

 511 

 4
50

 

 515  870 

V630J2V630J1 V630J3 V630J4

85L Compression fridge 
Large worktop on the kitchen

80L Absoption fridge 90L Compression fridge 141L Absoption fridge



PART 3 :  
CUSTOMISATION
More than 50 options available for a multitude of possibilities. 
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PREMIUM FINISH
Sober and elegant interior design. 

STANDOUT FEATURES: 

 + Quality automotive upholstery (grey or black).

 + Laminated wood finish (available in Graphite or 
Cherrywood).

 + Ultra-silent sliding kitchen drawers.

 + Roof upholstered in fabric for better sound 
insulation. 

 + Storage area lit by a LED strip. 

 + Extended cupboard in the bedroom for 
additional storage. 

 + A new kitchen offering a very large worktop and 
sink cover. Its sliding operation enables access 
additional storage areas, making it ideal for a 
cutting board and spices. 
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OPTIONAL POP-UP ROOF 

STANDOUT FEATURES :

 + Real bed for 2 people with a flexible base. 

 + Access via interior ladder. 

 + Reinforced polyester shell, thermally insulated and covered in soft material to create a feeling of comfort. 

 + Polyester canvas treated with UV protection. 

 + Opens in -10 seconds, closes in 2 minutes (once the sheets are stowed away). 

 + 3 openings: two side and one front with double sliding closure for mosquito nets and blackout curtains.

 + Unobstructed view of nature.  

 + Possible to have access to «your own room» and if there are two people travelling, to have a large trunk to place a bike, for example. 
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GARMIN FUSION RGBBT-602 MULTIMEDIA GPS STATION
A real GPS on-board computer in your Van! 

An infotainment unit with stand-alone Wi-Fi tablet, which links the Garmin 
GPS navigation system with an exceptional FUSION car radio unit.

Special recreational vehicle navigation system for unrestricted travel 
and staying on the roads that match your vehicle’s size.  

A real Android tablet with web browser, trip planner, video player, 
calendar, and more. 

The Bluetooth system links your smartphone directly to the Garmin Fusion 
tablet. Listen to your music and enjoy hands-free operation. 

SPECIFICATIONS

 + On-board computer with GPS and multimedia players. 

 + Very large 6.1-inch touch screen – Resolution: 800 x 480 pixels.

 + Audio sources: AM / FM / Bluetooth / USB x 1 / AUX x 1 / iPod / MTP.

 + The tablet recharges when inserted in its stand.

 + Includes free lifetime updates for maps: Built-in Wi-Fi for easy updating of maps and software, via Garmin Express.
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SOME ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Large cupboard in the 
bedroom area. 

Super B lithium battery, offering optimised battery life (quick 
charge, very long life and very low self-discharge rate). 

Tall cupboard doors with glossy wood finish. Large drawer in the boot offering storing space for a table 
and two chairs or for extra bedding. 

Wood colours available: walnut Wood colours available: Country
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A LARGE SELECTION OF BODY COLOURS 

NON-METALLIC

METALLIC

White

Black Bronze

Iron Grey Aluminium Grey

Blue Lagoon Deep Red

CUSHIONS AVAILABLE FOR THE STANDARD FINISH. 

UPHOLSTERY AVAILABLE FOR THE STANDARD FINISH. 

SOME ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Cocon (plain) Plume (plain) option Perle plain) option

Galet (two-tone) option Vigne (two-tone) option Argile (two-tone) option

FABRICS SYNTHETIC LEATHERS LEATHERS

MalteAmazone Arizona Baltic

Alaska BohemeAndalousie Venetie
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WEBCOM
TRACK ORDERS

Webcom allows you to create, modify and 
track your motorhome and van orders. You 
can also use it to:

• Export the Order List in Excel format 

• Print the Order List quickly

• Easily change where orders are sent

ORDER CONFIGURATION  
AND SIMULATION

Webcom is also an on-line order simulator. 

This configuration tool now includes the 
weight of the vehicle, as well as the weight 
of optional extras, adding them as they are 
entered. 

You can therefore very precisely calculate 
the vehicle’s weight in running order and the 
number of legal seats.

Starting this year, you can run this operation 
in configuration mode with your client 
without displaying the prices.

PART 4 : NEW ONLINE TOOLS
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THE MEDIA LIBRARY: 
a new tool for your communication materials

The online media library offers you lots of useful resources you can use to create your communication materials 

and provide information to your customers. 

Here you can find:

THE MEDIA 
LIBRARY

LOGOS :

in different formats  
and a visual identity chart

 PHOTOS :

Use the search box to find the photo you want. 
Please enter:

• For vehicles on the road, enter as follows into the search bar: Vehicle name _ On 
road

• For vehicles against a white background, enter as follows into the search bar: 
Vehicle name _ white background

• For photos of vehicle interiors, enter as follows into the search bar: Vehicle name _ 
kitchen, living room or bedroom…

LAYOUT DIAGRAMS FOR ALL 
VEHICLES

CATALOGUES AND TECHNICAL 
SPECIFICATIONS 

USER MANUALS 

DEALER GUIDES 

PRICE DISPLAY  
TEMPLATES

FOR REFERENCE, THE ACCESS DETAILS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
http://mediatheque.pilote.fr
• Username: GP.Pilote.export
• Password: pilote2018



THIS SELLER GUIDE BELONGS TO

MENTIONS LÉGALES :

Travel places and unladen weights are calculated precisely according to European regulations. They account for base models and standard equipment to within +/- 5%. Unladen weights include fresh water tanks and fuel tanks filled to 90%, plus one bottle 
of gas filled to 90%. They do not include the weight of the driver and passengers. The indicated payload capacities result from the difference between the technically permissible maximum laden mass and unladen weights. The manufacturer is committed 
to delivering a motorhome whose real unladen weight is within the 5% tolerance compared to the indicated unladen weight, retained for certification formalities. Attention, additional equipment and accessories installed as options are not included in 
the unladen weight of motorhomes. Therefore, they systematically lead to a reduction in the available payload. In addition, the considerable weight of additional accessories available on the market need to be deducted from the available payload of 
the motorhome. Consequently, the installation of these accessories could result in the need to reduce the number of passengers. It is therefore recommended to respect the maximum total authorised mass (total and per axle) after complete loading of 
the vehicle. «2018 Collection: motorhomes in conformity with the technical and aesthetic specifications presented in this catalogue are considered to belong to the 2019 collection if they are registered from 1st July 2018. This rule is customary in the 
motorhome market where the idea of ‘vintage’ does not exist». All motorhome owners with a B driving licence issued in France before 20 January 1975 can drive a motorhome with a technically permissible maximum laden weight over 3.5T. To benefit from 
this exemption in France (recognised in the European Union), the B driving licence holder must go to the Prefecture to obtain the code: «79: B camping-car > 3500kg» on his licence. Important remark: ATTENTION... the maximum tractable weight is related 
to the CHASSIS and the vehicle registration. Based on the trailer which will be mounted on the vehicle and specific data given by the manufacturer of the trailer, the maximum weight of a trailer which can be towed may be less. Strength characteristics of 
the trailer (in particular the values D and S) are engraved on a plate fixed to it. The D value enables the maximum weight permissible for the trailer to be determine, with the following calculation: MR = DxT/[(9,8xT)-D] with: MR = maximum possible weight 
of the trailer (in tonnes) T = Maximum weight of the vehicle in tonnes (GVWR Gross Vehicle weight rating) D = value (in kN) which can be read on the trailer Example: with D = 11.3kN and for a base of 35L, gives a maximum possible towing weight (MR) of: 
MR=(11.3x3.5)/[(9.8x3.5)-11.3]=1.72t (or 1720kg)…For a maximum towing weight of the vehicle of up to 2.5t.

Route du Demi-Boeuf 
44310 LA LIMOUZINIÈRE-FRANCE

Tél. : 02 40 32 16 00 - Fax : 02 40 32 16 37

www.pilote-motorhome.uk


